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CHilPTER I
H^RODUCTION
The American Red Cross is the liaison agency betv/een
the civilian and the serviceman during v/ar. This pov/er of
’’go-between" attracts many people to Red Cross Home Service
v/ith problems vrhich can not be solved without participation
of the absent serviceman. Among those asking for services
are the unmarried mothers, V7ho wish to contact the service-
man involved, for one of many reasons.
It is an accepted fact that V7ar brings changes in all
areas of life. The increase in illegitimate pregnancies
is one of the negative changes, brought about V7hen normal
home life is terminated by the induction of all eligible
men into the Armed Services . In 1940 five maternity homes
in Boston had 604 v/omen under care.^ In 1944 there Vvere
664 women under care in four maternity homes.
^
Illegitimacy is a widespread problem and its causes
have been ably discussed and evaluated by numerous v/riters,
as have such other factors in illegitimacy as the care and
rehabilitation of the mother, the methods of dealing v/ith
1 U.S. Children’s Bureau, Social Statistics « Supple-
ment Number 3 to The Child
,
March, 1941, p. 6.
2 Research Department of Boston Council of Social
Agencies
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the alleged father, and the primary plans for the child.
These points will be discussed in their connection vilth
\ the participation of Home Service in aiding these appli-
I
cants with their problems.
PURPOSE
li A study of what is being done for the service-con-
I
I
nected unmarried mother in the Boston Metropolitan Chapter
i
of Red Cross has been undertaken by the vn?iter in an effort
to bring to the attention of case worKers and la3rmen the
j
procedure of an agenc^r v/hich is not organized specifically
r
for that problem and the ramifications thereof but is deal-
ing v/ith a large number of such mothers. This agency is j|
limited by its policy to two areas of approach; these are,
I I
Communication through Red Cross channels with the service-
man and Referral to another agency v/hich can deal Y/ith il-
I,
II
legitimacy more completely.
li This study v/ill examine the v/eaknesses and strengths
of such restrictions on the case v/ork treatment of unmarried
|i mothers. The needs usually indicated by unmarried mothers
are: satisfying relationships v/ith other persons, coopera- ^
i
‘
!, tion with relatives and friends, assistance in planning care
during pre-natal, namal and post-natal periods, psychologi-
I
cal, psychiatric, and vocational guidance, financial help
'' or the furtherance of court action. This study v/ill con-
I
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sider hov; many of the needs of unmarried mothers are being
t
met in the Red Cross.
Some interest should be focused on the alleged father
and his action in the situation. It is felt by many case
v/orkers that he needs as much sympathy, understanding and
counsel as does the unma.rried mother, and that if such type
of service be persistently withheld adequate plans cannot
be made for the illegitimate family as a unit.
”We need to remember that the father is a human
being and that the birth of a child out of v/edlock -
much as it maj'’ be regretted by society — is not a
crime but one manifestation of behavior to be ap-
proached by the social worker vjith objectivity and
understanding*"^
I'lETHOD AND SCOPE
In order to understand better the facts presented in
this study, it is necessary to describe in some detail the
organization of the Home Service of the Boston Metropolitan
Chapter of the American Red Cross, its function, and its
relationship to other agencies. This material has been
gathered from the Red Cross Home Service Handbook, from un-
published material in the agency, and from interviews v/ith
w^orkers in the Home Service office.
The months of March, April and May, 1944, were arbi-
trarily selected and the number of unmarried mothers coming
3 Maud Morlock, "Establishment of Paternity," National
Conference of Social Work, 1940.
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to the agency vrere recorded. There were thirty-five in-
terviev/ed for the first time in the intake department
specifically for that problem.
An individual schedule v/as dra\m up and applied to
every case in order to facilitate the collection of data.
AS the recording varied to such a degree in the amount of
pertinent material incorporated, the schedule could not be
applied v;ith the same manner in all thirty-five cases . The
data v;as taken entirely from tne case records of Boston
Metropolitan Home Service. Since the material gathered is
entirely from case records, it is open to all the possi-
bilities of error in recording by the original voriter and
to the dangers of misinterpretation or misunderstanding by
the reader. Every effort has been made to minimize these
factors, but in considering the analysis of this paper,
there should be an awareness of these factors.
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RESPONSIBILITIES AND ORGANIZATION OF HOI\IE SERVICE
I IN THE BOSTON IvIETROPOLITAN CHAPTER
;
OF THE AMERICAN RED CROSS
M
j
Among the responsibilities placed upon the American
:j
Red Cross by act of Congress in 1905 was that, of acting
I
"in matters of voluntary relief and in accord v/ith the
!: military and naval authorities as a mediTim of communica-
I
i
tion between the people of the United States of America
|! and their Army and Navy."^ This rather vague statement
!l
;l crystal ized into meaning with our entrance into V/orld War I
ji
'j in 1917, when the Red Cross organized a department called
ii
Home Service, v.Hose primary responsibility was to "assist
i
service and ex-servicemen and their families in meeting
those needs v^hich arise from the nan^s service in the armed
II forces."^ With the present great military expansion of
I
'' World War II, the needs of servicemen and their families
rl
are again tremendously increased, and the Red Cross, in
order to meet these needs as adequately as possible, has
established a new service called "Services to the Armed_
/
1 American National Red Cross, Charter and By-Lav/s
,
ARC 500 (September, 1931), p.3.
2 American National Red Cross, Abridged Handbook of
Home Service Information
, ARC 236 (luly, 1942), p.3.
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Forces,” which is responsible for the v^orldwide, two-way
flow of Red Cross services from men to home comrn.imity and
back.
Services to the armed forces are carried on by two dis-
tinct groups known as Home Service, and Military and Naval
Vfelfare Service. Home Service functions in the community,
v^hile Military and Naval Welfare Service, through v/orkers
knov/n as Red Cross Field Directors, gives coverage in every
Army, Navy, Marine and Coast Guard station or hospital in
the United States or its possessions, as vrell as in the
offshore bases and v/ith the American troops in foreign
countries. The extent of this service is well described in
a recent Red Cross publication:
Today, with nearly 10,000,000 men in ouj? Army
camps and Naval, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard sta-
tions, the Red Cross is serving on the .military front.
From Iceland to the Canal Zone, from Alaska to the
Phillip ines, in the barracks, in the hospitals, on
maneuvers, and on combat^ duty, the Red Cross is 7/ith
the armed forces.
Millions of civilians are tied by family bonds
to the armed forces. Through more than 3,700 Chapters
and 6,000 Branches 7/hich cover the country, the re-
sources of the Red Cross are available to the families
of servicemen wherever the^r may be.
The Red Cross is a long-established link between
the military and the home fronts. From the far corners
of our country, across mountains and plains to our
great industrial centers, from midwestern farms and
villages to our island possessions and Atlantic bases,
this cross-flov7 of Red Cross service safeguards the
vrelfare of the serviceman and his family both in peace
}
and in war 3
The group to whom these services are available has
been constantly expanding as new categories have been created
within the armed forces. In March, 1944, the war month vxith
v^hich this study deals, services to the armed forces were
available not only to soldiers, sailors, marines, and coast
guards, and to the nurses in these services, but to the Army
Specialist Corps, civilian pilots of the Army Air Corps
Ferrying Command, the Bomber Carrying Squadron, the V\/ACS,
WAVES, SPARS, and forces of the United Nations. Although
the Merchant Marine is a civilian group, the services of
communication and information, reporting, claims, and re-
ferral service v/ere available to them while they v/ere under
contract for a specified cruise or trip.
The Red Cross Home Service Handbook divides the re-
sponsibilities . of Home Service into five functions: Communi-
cation, Information, Reporting, Benefits and Claims, and
Financial Assistance. The follov^ing brief description of
these functions vrill be helpful in understanding references
made to them later in the study.
Communications : "Assistance with communications between
servicemen and their families when an emergency situation
Forces
,
3 American National Red Cross, Services to the Armed
ARC 296, last page.

justifies the use of special Red Cross facilities, or v/hen
the situation is one in v;hich a personal visit or interviev/
by the Red Cross is needed."'^
Information : "Supplying information concerning government
regulations and legislation affecting service and ex-service-
men and their families, and concerning International Red
Cross and its regulations. Supplying information about com-
munity resources and assistance available for families."^
Benefits and Claims : "Assisting servicemen and their depend-
ents in applying for family allowances and ex-servicemen
and their dependents in presenting claims for pensions and
other government benefits."®
Reports : "Assisting the military or naval authorities by
obtaining social history material required for medical treat-
ment, and by making reports on home conditions needed by
commanding officers in deciding questions of discharge,
furloughs, or clemency."'^
financial Assistance : "Providing financial assistance for
basic maintenance to dependents of servicemen and to disabled
4 American National Red Cross, Abridged Handbook of
Home Service Information
,
ARC 236 (October, 1943)
,
p. 3.
5 Ibid
.
,
p. 3.
6 Ibid .
,
p. 3.
7 Ibid .
,
p. 3.
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9ex-servicemen and their dependents during the temporary
period v;hen the application or claim for government benefits
is pending. Cases denied governraent benefits and v/here
needs continue v/ill be referred to other agencies."®
I
Foreign Inquiry : A service v;hich is not counted among the
regular functions of Home Service, but v/hich is available
I
to anyone and is in great demand in time of v/ar, is the
I
national Red Cross inquiry service which all chapters make
I
I available "to individuals who are seeking information con-
j
cerning persons in foreign countries or who v/ish to send
! messages of a personal nature to relatives and friends in
I Q
,
enemy or enemy-occupied territory."^ In Boston, Foreign
II
Inquiry is a special department ¥/ithih Home Service. Its
I cases are appended to the Home Service statistical report
i; as special service.
|!
i| This responsibility of Home Service is not a static
I
thing, but changes from community to community as differing
I
needs are presented, or from time to time as nevr develop-
i
I ments bring new needs. Its main objectives are to extend
;t
case v/ork services to this special group and to help main-
'i
" tain morale, both on the home front and on the fighting
,|
front .
II
h
j
® Ibid .
,
p. 3.
' 9 Ib id .
,
p. 6 .
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ORCxAMIZATION OF THE HOIvIE SERVICE OFFICE Hv] PEACE Al'JD WAR
I
The change in numbers and organization of the Boston
Home Service staff between April, 1940, and March, 1944,
gives some indication of the tremendous impact of war on
the agency. The small number of workers and the simplicity
I
of organization in April, 1940, forms a sharp contrast to
the greatly expanded group of v;orkers and the complex organ-
ization of March, 1944.
In April, 1940, the small case load required a rela-
tively small group of v/orkers. The staff organization was
simple, and office procedures v/ere informal. Only one
specialized department was found to be necessary, a non-
resident division set up v;ith one full time v/orker to handle
the problems of . non-resident veterans and the needs of single,
homeless veterans v;ho vieve under local guardianship. The
other vjorkers v/ere assigned cases by districts, covering
all of Metropolitan Boston, as the Branches v/ithin this area
were functioning in a very limited v/ay at that time. The
receptionist, in addition to conducting the initial inter-
viev7, handled referrals when the case did not come v/ithin
the province of Home Service, cared for the incoming mail,
and assisted clients in filling out applications for claims.
The volunteer and student programs, both of vjhich were very
small, v/ere under the supervision of the director. The
ate
11
clerical staff consisted of two stenographers, one of v;honi
vjas the secretary to the director, while the other took
I
dictation from the v/orkers
.
I
This simple organization adequately met the demands
I
' made upon it as long as peaceful conditions prevailed, but
I
v^ith the first reverberations of Vvar, there began an almost
1 unbelievable increase in applications for service, which
I
I
made changes in number and organization of staff imperative.
! Professional v^orkers, clerical workers, and volunteer helpers
1 v^ere needed in ever-increasing numbers. A great rise in the
'1
1| number of demands for certain services such as relief for
I
I soldiers’ families, foreign inquiries, and reporting ser-
II
!
vices, brought a need for specialized departments, vrith
I
1 workers equipped to handle these special problems. The
!
great increase in the number of workers made necessary a
! formalizing of procedure for more efficient functioning,
j' Gradually from this loosely organized, informal setting
ij there emerged a formal, highly departmentalized structure,
i V7ith specialized vjorkers.
To present more clearly the changes that vjar brought
in the numbers and organization of the Home Service staff,
charts showing the staff organization in April, 1940, and
j|
March, 1944, are given on the two follov^ing pages.
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CHART 1
ORGAl^IZATION OF THE HOrvIE SERVICE DEPARTlffiNT OF
BOSTON IvIETROPOLITAN CHAPTER OF RED CROSS
IN APRIL, 1940
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I

A comparison of these two charts reveals many and
drastic changes. Special departments v/ith supervisors
v^ere set up. The influx of applications for service re-
quired a special registration department, v/ith four v/orkers
giving all their time to registration of nev; cases. The
increasing demand for foreign inquiries called for its ovm
department, manned by a paid v/orker and a group of volun-
teers .
The case vrorkers were separated into two departments,
an intake department and a family service department, each
with its ovm supervisor. In the intake department, v/orkers
handled initial interview's, decided w'hether cases came
vrithin the function of the agency, and furnished referral
service. As many of the first contacts v/ere made by tele-
phone, and it v/as felt that such contacts were important
to future community relationships, two intake w’-orkers v;ere
hired and given special training in handling these tele-
phone calls . The intake workers referred to the family
service department those cases in v/hich needs could not
be met in one or two interviews
.
With the cooperation of the National Red Cross, which
v:as interested in recruiting and training nev; w'orkers for
Home Service, a special student training department was
formed. The salary of a full time student supervisor v^as
1
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provided by the National Red Cross, and scholarships v/ere
offered second-year social work students who v/ould agree
to work for Home Service for one year on completion of their
training. In the Boston Home Service office in March, 1944,
eight second-year students were participating in the
scholarship program, and tv/o first-year students were doing
field vrork in connection v/ith their regular school curricu-
lum.
The greatly accelerated volunteer program called for
two special supervisors of volunteers v/ho could plan their
schedules, assign tasks, and supervise their work. Volun-
teers vjere used in a variety of ways. Staff assistants
v/orked in a clerical capacity, filing, typing, and indexing
cases. Home Service volunteers, after taking a special
orientation course, assisted with preliminary interviews
in the reception office and gave valuable help in handling
telegrams requesting verification of needs for furloughs.
The case aides, volunteers v/ho had had some training or
experience in social v/ork, were assigned certain types of
Reporting cases under the close direction of one of the
supervisors
.
Because of the greatly increased demand for Home Ser-
vice throughout Metropolitan Boston, it seemed advisable
to develop a Home Service program in each of the fifteen
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Branches of the Chapter, thus making Home Service more read-
ily available to residents in these Branch areas. The v^ork
vras to be carried on by Branch personnel, all volunteer. The
Branches were given complete responsibility for performing
all functions of Home Service v;ith the exception of Family
Service. Cases involving Family Service v;ere referred to
the central office.
These changes in the organization of the staff were ac-
companied by a great increase in the number of v/orkers, from
thirteen in April, 1940, to 433 in March, 1944. (See Table 1)
TABLE 1
STATUS OF WORKERS, APRIL, 1940, Al'TD IviARCH, 1944
Status of Number of Workers
v/orker
April, 1940 March, 1944
Total 13 433
I
Directors 2 1
1 Supervisors - 13
i Case Workers 3 49
Students 2 10
Clerical V/orkers 3 47
Volunteers 3 313
Nov/ that Red Cross Home Service responsibilities and
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organization have been defined, it is pertinent to note
Home Service relationship to other agencies within the
community.
r
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CHAPTER III
relationship of home service to other, agencies
The entrance of a nation into war is alv/ays accompanied
by the rise of numerous organizations, both public and pri-
vate, for meeting the needs of those who are affected ad-
versely by war conditions. Public sympathy is easily aroused
and money is readily available where v/ar needs are concerned.
Too often emotion and enthusiasm take the place of careful
thinking and planning, and because of this, there is very
apt to be overlapping of function and duplication of effort.
In time of v/ar, community organization and planning is
especially important due to this very reason. Care should
be taken that there be no v/asted effort at a time when every
activity should be constructive.
Because the American Red Cross has realized this, it
has made an attempt to v/ork out national agreements with
such agencies as Army Emergency Relief, Navy Relief, the
Family Y/elfare Association of America, the American Public
Welfare Association, the Office of Defense, Health, and
YYelfare, and the United Service Organizations. V/ith all of
these agencies there might easily be duplication of services
if there vrere not careful thinking and planning. These
national agreements are a starting point for working out
.II 71
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local understandings, but they are to be used only as guides |1
because the varying conditions in different communities call
for flexibility in agreements. The concluding paragraph of
the Policy Statement governing the relationship of the Ameri-
can Red Cross and Public Welfare agencies reads as follovre
:
To make the most effective wartime use of all com-
munity resources, it is necessary for the local chapter
of the American Red Cross and the public v/elfare agencies
in each community to enter into agreements applicable
to the specific needs and organization of the communities
based on the policies outlined above.
1
It is recognized by these various agencies v/ith whom
agreements have been made, that the Red Cross has been desig-
nated by the Army and Navy as the official agency to render
service to men in the armed forces and their families, and
the agreements are based on this fact. It is also recognized
by these agencies that:
The functions of Communication, Information,
Benefits and Claims, Reporting Service are discharged
,
by the Red Cross itself and are not transferable to
||
other agencies. Chapters make these services avail-
i
able to clients of other agencies, and Red Cross com- i
munication and information services are made available
to the agencies when needed.^
1 Robert E. Bondy, Administrator of Services to the
Armed Eorces, Geoffrey May, Deputy Assistant Director of De-
fense, Health, and Welfare, and Fred K. Koehler, Executive
Director, American Public Welfare Association, ’’Policy State-
ment Governing the Relationship of the American Red Cross and
Public Welfare Agencies,” January, 1942.
2 American National Red Cross, Abridged Handbook of
Home Service Information
.
ARC 236 (October, 1943)
,
p. 8.

PUBLIC VffilPARE
In the agreement v/ith the American Public YJelfare Asso-
ciation, the American Red Cross recognizes the basic respon-
sibility of government for the relief of persons in need of
basic raaintenance
,
and adheres to this principle, v/hen, in
its statement of function, it speaks of giving "financial
aid for special needs not provided for from public funds
and basic maintenance when public relief is not available,"^
Red Cross Home Service states its relationship to pri-
vate agencies thus:
Cases which are active v/ith other private family
agencies may remain with those agencies, or representa-
tives of both will provide continuing family service.
Home Service will v7ork jointly v/ith other agencies
which offer specialized services (such as medical,
psychiatric, vocational, or child placement services)
Y7hen combined services are necessary, or v/ill refer to
such agencies when their service rather than Home
Service can meet the needs."*
The Boston Metropolitan Home Service uses these national
agreements as a basis for its relationships v/ith local agen-
cies, altering them or making them more specific as the need
arises .
'
An example of this is the understanding v/ith the local
public welfare agencies and with the Boston Family Society
that if a Family Service case is found to have been active
with either of these agencies within the past six months.
3 Ibid
.
,
p. 8.
4 Ibid
., p. 65
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it shall be considered the responsibility of that agency.
WMAILY SOCIETY
There has been a tendency on the part of some agencies
! to refer cases to Home Service simply because there is a
service connection, vrith no thought as to v/hether the ser-
vice connection is the actual cause of the problem. In the
understanding with the local Family Society, it is agreed
that Home Service v/ill assume responsibility for cases in
which the difficult^r is plainly service-connected. Those
cases vrhere the problem existed prior to the service con-
nection, or in v/hich it is only aggravated by the fact that
some member of the famil^r is in the service, are to be
handled on a case-by-case basis, that agency to assume
!
responsibility which can best meet the particular need. It
has also been agreed betvreen these tY/o agencies that Home
I
Service cases involve a shorter contact, and if a case gives
I
i
evidence of needing case work services over a period of
years, it shall be referred to the FamiljT- Welfare agenc3^.
There is also an agreement that unmarried mothers need the
I
specialized type of service which the FamiljT- Welfare Society?-
is fitted to give, and such cases are to be referred to that
' agency.
Home Service v^orke cooperativel37- with other agencies
on cases v/here certain agencies can give specialized ser-
vices which Home Service is not equipped to give. It has
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been found impractical, however, to divide the responsi-
bility by having another agency provide case work while
Home Service gives relief. This is felt to be too con-
fusing for the client and detrimental to good case work.
AR&lT AiTD NAVT RELIEF
Horae Service, in its relationship with Array Emergency
Relief and Navy Relief, retains its position as the of-
ficial agency designated by the Arm^' and Nav^?" to give ser-
vice to men in the armed forces and their families in the
co.rariiunity . There is an agreement Y/ith both these agencies
that when a client applies to either for assistance, emergen-
cy relief shall be given if necessary, and then the case
shall be referred to Home Service for investigation. If
Home Service finds it a case vrhich comes within its func-
tion, it V7ill assume responsibility, otherwise it will refer
the case to the appropriate agency.
The concluding paragraph of the Joint Statem*ent of
the American Red Cross and Family V/elfare Association of
America on Services to the Aimied Forces states as follov/s
the policy v/hich guides Home Service in all its relation-
ships vrith other agencies, ”In developing such v/orking
arrangements as the foregoing, Red Cross and Family Welfare
alike are primarily interested in seeing that the families
of men in the armed forces receive the best services avail-
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able in the community to meet their particular needs.
As this study is concerned v/ith the unmarried mother,
more detail v/ill be given in regard to agreements betv/een
Home Service and those agencies particularly interested in
this problem. In May, 1943, under the guidance of the
Boston Council of Social Agencies a Committee on Unmarried
Mothers vras formed. Certain agencies v/ere found to have
certain limitations. The children’s agencies were unable
to assume responsibility except at the time of actual place-
ment. The maternity homes were limited because they worked
best at time of confinement. It v;as agreed therefore that
this problem v;as one for the community and the private
agencies rather than Red Cross Home Service. Therefore as
a general policy all unmarried mother cases will be re-
ferred by Home Service to local family or private agencies.
It was recognized that in some instances the serviceman’s
attitude and desire to participate in plans had to be taken
into consideration. In viev; of this fact Home Service ex-
tended its Communications Service to those agencies request-
ing it as well as to persons coming directly to Home Ser-
vice. Bor non-resident unmarried mothers it was generally
5 Robert E. Bondy, Administrator of Services to the
Armed Forces, and Linton B. Sv/ift, General Director, Family
Welfare Association of America, ’’Joint Statement of the
American Red Cross and Family Welfare Association of America
on Services to the Aimed Forces,” June, 1942.
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agreed that the Travelers Aid Society would he used as
they have a program for this type of case.
COMroNITY RESOURCES
A. Maternity Homes
There are at present four maternity homes functioning
in Boston, Massachusetts. Three of these are non-sectarian
and one is Catholic. In each of these homes there are one
or more case v;orkers who give most of their time to the
needs of the unmarried mother and the child, with some
attention paid to the problems of the father of the child.
As a rule, the boards of directors of maternity homes
operated and maintained as private social service agencies
are in favor of employing a male case worker to handle the
problems of the father.
St. Mary*s Infant Asylum is located in Dorchester,
Massachusetts, and provides care, support and education
for foundlings and destitute children, and furnishes all
the resources of a lying-in hospital. It is under Catholic
auspices and all referrals must be made through the Cath-
olic Charitable Bureau. There are twenty-two paid em-
ployees, including nurses on full time.
Evangeline Booth Maternity Home is located in Boston.
Its Lying-in Hospital is designated for patients in moder-
ate circumstances. The Home Department is for unmarried
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mothers and gives care during the confinement, instruction
in the care of the infant, in household duties, and sewing.
The requirements for admission are: first illegitimate
pregnancy, freedom from venereal disease, and no psychosis.
Payments are arranged as the person is able to meet them.
Pre-natal care is given as it is needed, and the girl is
required to stay six weeks after the birth for post-natal
care. She can have follov/-up social service if it is felt
she needs it or can benefit by it.
Florence Crittenton League has its maternity home in
Brighton, Massachusetts. The home admits only girls in
their first pregnancy who are mentally normal. This is the
only home that has a complete unit for venereal disease
cases. Patients are given pre-natal, natal and post-natal
care, and constructive rehabilitation including cultural
training and household arts. The girl and her baby are
placed at discharge or are aided in making their plans
to return to society. Additional requirements are that
if possible the girl enter tv;o months prior to the time of
expected birth and remain in the home for nine weeks after-
wards. Payments are arranged as the girl can manage them.
Talitha Cumi Home is located in Jamaica Plain, Massa-
chusetts. This home also gives unmarried girls who face
motherhood pre-natal, natal and post-natal care. It aids
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the girls in finding occupations and in helping them to
readjust to society after leaving the Home. It gives
definite training during the girl’s stay for fitting her
into community life when she leaves the hospital. Girls
are admitted from any part of Nev/ England though preference
is given those in the vicinity of Boston. As a rule no
second pregnancies are accepted. There is a small charge
to 'those v7ho are able to pay. There are seventeen paid
employees, thirteen full time and four on part time. In
addition the girls must be free from venereal disease.
They are admitted to the home on a case v/ork basis and are
expected to remain for eight weeks after the birth of the
baby.
B. Hospitals
The Boston Lying-In Hospital is a private hospital
v/hich accepts unmarried girls for their first pregnancies
and is non-sectarian. The girl must have no psychosis.
Fre-natal and post-natal care are given as needed. Social
service is offered before and after the child’s birth.
Payments are determined by the ability to pay.
There are three public hospitals which provide matern-
ity care: Tevrksbury State Hospital and Infirmary, Boston
City Hospital and Long Island Hospital. Admission to these
is conditioned on medical and social need and on legal
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settlement. These usually are the only resources for I
second or additional illegitimate pregnancies. Long Island
!
Hospital is for persons with a Boston settlement, while i|
Tevrksbury may he used for those whose settlement is in
|
towns outside of Boston. Each of these hospitals has i
medical social workers through v/hich the girls can be re- i
j:
ferred. These public hospitals are ordinarily not used
;
j
if any other resource can be found.
The Intake Red Cross workers make case-by-case de-’
;
cisions as to which one of these resources the person '
should be referred. It is often necessary to work in col-
laboration with the referral agency in regard to contact-
ing the serviceman, also in regard to claims and benefits.
For this reason it is important that each agency’s function Ij
i'
is clearly defined from the point of referral. i
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SOCIAL AIJD PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS
The follov;ing social and psychological factors in-
volved in the background of the unmarried mothers and the
alleged fathers were noted in order to have better under-
standing of the needs of those unmarried mothers asking
help from Red Cross.
Ten of the girls came from homes broken by illness,
death, separation, and divorce, and six were forced to
leave home due to their parents^ attitude tov/ard their
pregnancy. Nineteen v;ere from unbroken homes as deter-
mined by the records.
Nine of the girls were Negro, and twenty-six were
v/hite. Five of the girls v;ere Italian descent. The other
thirty were not designated in the records.
Thirty-three were pregnant for the first time and
v/ere immarried v/hen the pregnancy began. One v/as married
but had become pregnant by a man other than her husband
and the other vras unmarried but this was her second preg-
nancy
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TABLE 2
AGE OE ULEvIARRIED MOTHERS AT TLvIE OF APPLICATION
Age class interval in years Number of Mothers
15 — 19 10
20 — 24 11
25 --- 29 1
50 — 34 2
Unknovm 11
Total 35
The chronological age range for those that are knovm
is from fifteen to thirty-four years of age v/ith a majority
falling in the age group of betv/een fifteen and tv/enty-four .
Tv7enty-one were between the ages of fifteen and twenty-four.
Fifteen of the girls were Catholics, three were Protest-
ants, tv70 were Hebrew, and fifteen are unlcnovjn.
They had been variously employed in the capacities of
factory v;ork, v/elders, waitresses, clerks, nurs e-attendant
,
conductor, stenographers, and maids.
Ten of the alleged fathers voluntarily acknowledged
paternity, ten refused to aclaiowledge paternity, twelve
married the girls and three could not be found. Three of
the alleged fathers were already married, tv/o arranged proxy
'y
30
marriages and two secured furloughs from overseas in order
to come home and marry their fiancees. Fifteen were in the
Navy and twenty v/ere in the Army. All of them had been
stationed in or around Boston for a period of time.
The length of contact with the unmarried mothers varied
from less than a v/eek to over tv/elve v;eeks. Three were
knovm less than a V7eek, tv:o v/ere knoYm. between one and two
weeks, five were knovm between three and four v/eeks, nine
V7ere knov/n between five and tv/elve v;eeks, and sixteen v/ere
knovm over tv;elve vreeks. The least time vas tvro days, and
the most v/as ten months twenty-three days .
The sources of application vjere divided as follov/s
:
tvmnty~four were personal applications by the unmarried
mother, six v;ere referred to Red Cross by the Red Cross
Field Directors v/ho had talked v/ith the serviceman first,
one was referred by another social agency, and four v/ere
referred by hospitals.
II
Of the thirty-five cases studied, thirty v/ere new to
‘
the agency, four v/ere recurrent and one was reopened.
Fifteen of these cases v/ere asking for communication ser-
vice, fourteen for information, three for claims and bene-
fits service, and three for financial assistance. Hovmver
all of these vrere limited to our communication service or
referral. Seventeen had previously been knovm to other
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agencies in the community. These agencies vrere public
relief agencies, family agencies, children '^s agencies,
health agencies, and courts and protective agencies.
The problems presented by the unmarried mothers v/ere
pregnancy, pregnancy complicated by additional health fact-
ors, financial stress, arrangements for marriage or acquir-
ing a Witten acknowledgment of paternity, and filing for
a government allotment.
The disposition of the cases were as follows: four
were referred to other agencies, twelve v/ere married and
!
thus vjere able to solve all connecting problems, ten were
aided in obtaining acknowledgment of paternity and in apply-
ing for the forty-tvro dollar allotment designated for il-
I
legitimate children, six were given communication service
vrhich led only to the refusal of servicemen to acknovrledge
i
paternity, tv70 servicemen could not be located because of
j
insufficient information, and one case had an incomplete
j: report or nothing was done about the situation.
In all of the cases the communication service was used
either for informing servicemen of the existing problem,
determining paternity or assisting in obtaining furloughs
so that a marriage could be performed. At the same time
in most of the cases information of community resources
and government benefits vrere discussed.
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Seventeen of the unmarried mothers were knovm to other
agencies at the same time they were receiving services from
Red Cross. Eighteen were knovm only to Red Cross at the
time of their request for help.
The foregoing statistics give the reader background
for the study of services extended to unmarried mothers by
the Home Service Department of Red Cross. In some of the
data there is a large unknovm due to the brief contact and
poor recording, but the vnriter felt the data were sufficient
to give a picture of the total situation.
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CHAPTER V
STOvIARIES OF THIRTEEN CASES
The following histories of thirteen unmarried mothers
V7ere compiled from the case records of these clients from
the Home Service of the Boston Metropolitan Chapter of
the American Red Cross. They are presented to indicate
the vray the problems are brought to Red Cross, what the
unmarried mother expects and hov; they use the resources
suggested or available to meet their specific needs.
These thirteen cases will be divided as follov/s:
Group I, Girls with complicated health situations beyond
that of pregnane^'- - May, Eleanor, and A.nna; Group II,
Girls v/ho V7ish direct financial assistance, acknov/ledge-
ment of paternity or help with obtaining a government
allotment - Esther, Helen, Neva, Cynthia and Phyllis;
and Group III, Girls v/ho needed help in making plans for
marriage - Priscilla, Virginia, Margaret, and Edith. One
girl^s case, Barbara, indicates a failure of the entire
system.
It must be remembered that the case records are not
length^'’ or in detail in the original form due to the fact
that most of the workers interpret their function as com-
munication service, and this does not require full record-
ing. This is indicated fully by the following summaries.
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GROUP I
mY
I.fey, aged tv/enty-tv/o
,
came to Red Cross asking infor-
mation atout proxy marriages. Sne was given tlie negative
information that they v/ere not accepted in this statel She
then stated that she was pregnant and had to make some plans.
Her situation v/as complicated by an arrested lung condi-
tion for which she had weekly treatments. Her attending
physician insisted she nave very careful pre-natal care,
and had referred her to a specialist. She had figured
up what her total costs would be and fouiia them to oe
well over $500. She had no way of meeting these expenses,
and as yet had not informed her family of her condition.
She was Catholic, but did not vrish to be referred to a
Catholic institution. The case w'orker talked vjith her
quite fully about the maternity homes available. May
was so interested that one of the homes was contacted
and an immediate appointment was made. May made out
the proper affidavits in regard to contacting the ser-
viceman.* One contact v/as had v/ith her after she was
admitted to the maternity home. She was adjusting w'ell,
and vras extremely pleased wmth the care she v;as receiv-
ing. After two and one-half months v/e v/ere informed that
the serviceman could not be located, and we informed May
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of this situation and asked if she had heard from him.
V/e did not receive a reply from this inquiry hut found
out that this part of the problem v:as being follov/ed
through the worker at the maternity home. May’s ovm
doctor v;as visiting weekly at the home to follow her lung
condition.
In this instance Red Cross and another agency v/ere
working with the same girl, but each within its o\m
defined areas. May came to Red Cross asking one type of
help V7hich was not available but through referral was
able to make the best possible adjustment. Our commimi-
cation service did not reveal anything v/hich was particu-
larly helpful due to the fact that v/e v/ere not able to
ascertain a correct address for the serviceman.
ELEANOR
Eleanor was referred to Red Cross by a social worker
of a pre-natal clinic in a large hospital. She is thirty
and has knov/n the serviceman for eight years and has been
engaged for one. She became pregnant and later notified
him. He advised her to join him in California so they
could be married. Her mother refused to allov/ her to go
and purchased some pills so Eleanor could get rid of the
baby. Eleanor refused which upset her mother so much
that she had a shock and died suddenly. Eleanor blamed
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herself for this andwas also blamed by the family. The
soldier was sent overseas before any other plan could be
arranged. Eleanor became so depressed that she was put
under the care of a psychiatrist at the same hospital
vrhere she v;as receiving pre-natal care.
Eleanor asked for help in getting the serviceman home
for marriage, or in arranging some other means of sure
financial support. In discussing the various types of
plans the prospect of a proxy marriage came into the dis-
cussion. That seemed to be the best solution as the
psychiatrist was pushing for some sort of plan in order
to relieve her of some of her anxieties. Proxy marriages
are not recognized in Massachusetts, but in view of the
fact that she vranted to go through v;ith this in spite of
all we could say, it was arranged. She received her final
papers on August 9 and was immediately entered in the
hospital under the Emergency Maternity and Infant Care
;
on the hospital records she was entered as Mrs. Smith.
Her father, aged 74, v;as the sole member of the family v/ho
stood by Eleanor through the entire plan. As soon as this
plan v/as completed by Eleanor, the psychiatrist v/as able
to help her work through her guilt and into a normal grief
reaction. However, she did not wish to break her connec-
tion with Red Cross, and as she v;ould have problems in
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regard to allotment and material things for the baby, it
v^ras decided to transfer her as Mrs. Smith to family service.
Eleanor’s problem of pregnancy was complicated by the
untimely death of her mother and the terrific hostility of
her family. This unpaired her mental health to such an
extent that she had to be followed very carefully by a
psychiatrist and social worker in the hospital set-up.
She was referred to Red Cross for communications service
and then later for family service after she attained the
status of Mrs. Smith via a proxy marriage. Eleanor was
seen three times personally but called on the telephone
ten times. Her father was seen once. In these conversa-
tions a great deal of significiant material was uncovered
which probably v;eakened her relationship with the hospital
social vrarker. It was necessary from the Red Cross point
of view to obtain this material in order to help secure
the documents regarding a proxy marriage. The serviceman
took the responsibility of completing the proxy marriage
papers although there v/as a great deal of interference
from his family due to the fact that he was Catholic and
Eleanor was Protestant. Eleanor v;as knov/n to the agency
for over four months before being transferred to Red Cross
Family Service.
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Anna, a twenty-three year old girl, came to Red Cross
demanding help in contacting Machinist 3/C Edward v;ho was
the alleged father of her child. She was under care at
a local hospital for her pregnancy and also for a rheu-
matic heart disease and mitral stenosis. This had com-
plicated the situation to such an extent that there would
be a large additional expense for care and an extra ten
days hospitalization. She stated that she had knov/n the
serviceman for the last year and had v/ritten him in January
that she v/as pregnant. He had v/ritten her a letter that
partially acknowledged paternity but not explicitly. Hov;-
ever she had heard nothing further and v/ished to know if
he v7ould pay the hospital expenses. At time of applica-
tion she was living v/ith her mother and had been v/orking
steadily in a defense factory. A notarized statement V7as
received from Anna plus a co^y of the letter from the
serviceman. These v/ere forv/arded to the Red Cross Eield
Director in charge of the area in v/hich the serviceman
VJS.S stationed. This letter went through National Head-
quarters where we were informed that it would be necessary
to have the boy^s commanding officer talk with the service-
man, and as this might be embarrassing for him they thought
it Y'ould be better if the girl tried again to contact the
I
serviceman directly. After several attempts Anna was still
•unable to gain any response from Edward so it was necessary
to contact him through his commanding officer. He denied
paternity and refused to help V7ith any of the finances.
Anna was told this a short time after the baby was born,
and the suggestion was made that she apply directly to
the Bureau of Naval Affairs for an allotment. She was un-
der the care of the social service at the hospital so that
she V70uld be followed there.
Anna apparently was having little help v;ith her prob-
lem from her family as they had taken a very pvmishing
attitude. She was having financial, social, and personal
problems plus a serious health problem. This v/as a situa-
tion where Red Cross was limited to C omm-unicat ions
,
but
knevr this girl personally over a period of five months.
The final case vjork was taken over by the hospital. It
V7as obvious, hov/ever, that Anna had a terrific attachment
to the Red Cross because it was the connecting link V7ith
the serviceman v7ho could either help her with her problem
or not. It was painful for her to accept our statement
that there was nothing further that we could do. This
decision might have been interpreted by Anna as rejection.
Red Cross had taken the place of her father and had failed
to help her vjith her problem.
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GROUP II
ESTHER
Esther, aged nineteen, came to Red Cross in hope of
tracing George, Fireman 2/C, v/ho was the alleged father of
her child to he born in May. Although seven months preg-
nant she still had received no pre-natal care. She had
no confinement plans. At time of application she v/as
living v;ith her sister in an apartment. She gave the
following details: she met the serviceman on Boston Common
and went out with him three or four times. He left Boston
some time in August. She had not heard from him since
that time although she had vrritten several letters to
the address he gave her. She formerly worked in a factory,
but her sister had supported her for the three months prior
to her coming to Red Cross. Her mother and father who
lived in a near-by small tovm \7ere av;are of her condition.
In order to contact the serviceman through the Red Cross
Field Director it was necessary to have a notarized state-
ment from a doctor about her condition. She stated that
she v;ould obtain this at once and return for further in-
structions. The following day she reappeared wMth her
sister and the doctor’s statement. The sister then asked
about financial assistance from Red Cross. The worker
interpreted Red Cross policy and discussed referral to
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one of the hospitals or maternity homes. Several v^ere
mentioned and finally Talitha Cumi v/as agreed upon as the
doctor had also mentioned this home. The worker telephoned
and an appointment vras arranged for Esther for nine o^ clock
the next morning. Red Cross continued its effort to trace
the serviceman. Any further assistance would be arranged
through Talitha Cumi Home. Three weeks later Esther’s
sister came to the office to tell the worker that Esther
had been admitted to the maternity home but was extremely
vjorried about the financial arrangements. They all hoped
the serviceman v/ould take care of these. At this time
nothing had been heard in regard to the serviceman. During
the following months several letters from Red Cross National
Office v;ere received but all contained the fact that it was
impossible to locate the serviceman because of the incor-
rect address and not enough identifying information. This
information was given to Esther and her sister. There was
some confusion as to what Esther vjould do after leaving
the home, but it v/as felt this should be discussed entirely
with the social v/orker at the maternity home,
Esther wanted nothing except financial help from the
serviceman. She had waited until the last minute to even
admit her problem. This v/as indicated by her negligence
in obtaining pre-natal care. Her v/hole attitude v/as to
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dump her problem in anyone lap and forget it as quickly
I
as ^possible. She v/as greatly relieved at being accepted
into the maternity home. Her sister did most of the in-
,
Quiring as to Red Cross progress in locating the seirvlce-
I
,
man. Red Cross attempted to contact the serviceman through
I
their' ovm channels but the attempt failed. However, Esther
was referred to a maternity home v/here she could receive
proper care physically and have access to case v/ork.
Through these tvro services she could feel acceptance,
understanding and interest in her and her problem.
‘ HELEN
]
I
Helen, aged seventeen, came to the office after an
appointment had been made for her by a social worker from
one of the local hospitals. Her baby had been born in JanU'
i;
j|
ary, and she vrished to get financial support from the ser-
viceman. She v/as nov^^ living v/ith her mother who vrarked
I nights from six until eleven o^ clock and during the day
! cared for the child. Helen v/as working, but her mother had
decided she could not care for the child any longer. Helen
i|
stated that she had met the serviceman in one of the local
|| restaurants in Scollay Square and had knov/n him for one
;
month. She did not see him for several months, and then
I
accidentally bumped into him on the street. She inforraed
!i
|i him of her condition, and he admitted paternity. He sug-
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gested that she meet him again on the following day, V/hen
he saw her the next day he denied paternity, stating he
had been in the brig at the time she became pregnant. As
he had already denied paternity it vias doubtful if it would
do any good to contact him through Red Cross channels.
However, she submitted the child’s birth certificate and
an affidavit stating the circumstances. Before an answer
vjas received another private agenc^;^ called to ascertain
if Red Cross was assuming the financial responsibility
for the placement of Helen’s baby. After the situation
v/as explained it was obvious that Red Cross could not
assume this responsibility. After six v/eeks the birth
certificate v;as returned v^ith a statement that as long as
the serviceman already denied paternity, it would not be
possible for Red Cross to interviev/ him. Helen would have
to contact him through legal authorities.
Our contact v/ith Helen v/as limited to communication
service as the child was already born. As she had been
referred by a hospital social worker it v/ould be assumed
by Red Cross that Helen v/ould be referred directly to a
private agency?’ if further case work v/ere needed. This
apparently v/as done because a private agency called to
discuss finances. As the information regarding the ser-
viceman was negative and quite final, it might have been
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better if this information had been given directly to
Helen so that if she had further questions they might be
discussed at that time. Instead, it V7as sent to her by
letter. This undoubtedly was due to the pressure of work
in the agency.
mVA
Neva first came to Red Cross stating that she v;as
married to a serviceman and asking help in purchasing a
baby carriage for her tv/in daughters v/ho had been born in
February. As she had just received a thousand dollars
insurance because of her mother ^s death, it was felt that
this money should be used. She then vrent to a private
agency where it V7as discovered that she was not married
to the serviceman. She was referred back to Red Cross
for help in obtaining an allotment for the tvrins. She
previously had had a good position as a secretary but was
forced to give it up because of her pregnancy. She and
the serviceman had planned to be married, but a fevr days
before the ceremony he informed her that he v/as married.
He had been trying to get a divorce in order to marry her
but had not been successful, and therefore the ceremony
v/as not performed. This apparently v;as a shock to her.
After the babies were born he offered to take them and
have his wife and himself adopt them. Neva would not
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consider this but only asked that he send an allotment
for the tv/ins. She was referred to ADC and v^as accepted.
Due to fui’ther complications it was necessary to contact
the serriceman^s commanding officer and ascertain what the
serviceman intended to do. He denied paternitjr in viev; of
the fact he v;as already married. However, when the babies
had been born, a picture of him, Neva and the twins had
been taken in the hospital and printed in a local paper.
The letters he had v/ritten also proved he v/as the father.
I
Therefore Neva \ms advised to send this material directly
I
to the Bureau of Naval Affiars so that she could obtain
the allotments. There was little question that the allot-
ments would be denied.
I
As Neva had come to Red Cross under false pretenses
I
j
and had been refused financial assistance, she could not
I
bring her true problem into focus v;ithout becoming more
involved. Therefore she went to a private agency and was
I
guided back to us for communication service and to ADC for
financial aid. They took on case work treatment from
which she apparently derived a great deal of benefit as
sho\'7n in her contact with us and her acceptance of her role.
1
j
Again Red Cross played an important but wholly superficial
!
role in the total situation. Neva was knov.n to otir agenc3r
from March until lanuar3^, and therefore we could v^atch
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growth although we were not on a case work basis.
CYTOTIA
Cynthia, an attractive, young colored girl of tv/enty-
one years, came to Red Cross asking for help in filing for
an allotment for her three-year-old daughter. The father
of the child v^as in the service, but his v/hereabouts was
unknov.m. Cynthia had been a junior in high school at the
time of the child’s birth. She had been dating the ser-
viceman for one year. His mother refused to sign papers
for him to be married. Cynthia was now v/orking as a
stitcher but felt insecure as it was the only income for
herself and the baby. She v:as living with her father and
mother at present. The v/orker suggested she find out from
the serviceman’s family where he was. Later Cynthia re-
turned to the office with a letter from the serviceman.
She had met him unexpectedly on the street the day after
she had been to the office . He had informed her he was
married but very unhappy. The letter she had v/as very
affectionate and asked her to come to see him as he ex-
pected to leave for overseas in the very near future. The
worker agreed to phone the Field Director at his base, and
the latter said he vjould talk v/ith the serviceman about
the situation. The worker stated vrhen she had further
information she v/ould get in touch v;ith Cynthia. The
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worker checked with some of the other agencies shovm on
the SSI and found that Cynthia had had another child after
the one she is concerned about. This second child died in
the Stiate Infirmary. Another married man was named as the
father of this second child. Hov/ever, tvvo of the agencies
gave good reports on Cynthia and hoped Red Cross could do
something for her. The Field Director got in touch with
the serviceman who refused to sign for an allotment but
stated he intended to send Cynthia money each month volun-
tarily. He did not wish to become involved over a long
period of time. His v/ife was ill, and it v/as necessary
to send her all the extra money he could get. This in-
formation was given to Cynthia plus the suggestion that
she might send in the copy of the child »s birth certificate
and the latest letter from the serviceman, and apply for
the allotment. However, she declined to do this stating
she vjas going dovm to see the serviceman and see if she
could convince him to sign for the allotment.
Cynthia asked for the communication service which
aided her to find out that the serviceman vras unwilling to
acknov/ledge paternity. She had been knov.n to the court,
the state, and a private children’s agency from v/hich
varying reports v/ere received. She asked for help but v/as
unable to follovr through with a suggestion v/hich v/ould have
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been a way of establishing paternity. Cynthia had some
definite problems and had asked help with them. It vjas
due to the limitations of the agency that only the super-
ficial ones were dealt with during the short time she came
to the agency. Further case work might have been success-
ful if a proper referral could have been made.
PHYXLIS
Phyllis, aged tv7enty-two, came to the office in an
extremely upset condition. She wanted Red Cross to help
her obtain an acknowledgment of paternity from the service
I man. She had knov.oi him for two years, and he had knov/n she
P V7as pregnant but they had '’just never gotten around to be
married,” He had stated he v/ould help her but as yet had
done nothing. She had brought v/ith her a statement from
the local hospital and a notarized copy of his last letter
Vv^e agreed to send these to the Field Director where he
was stationed. Nothing was heard for three months so
Phyllis returned to the office with a nev; address and in-
sisted on filing for an allotment for her five-months-old
son. xhe worker again vTTote to the Field Director and en-
closed the baby’s birth certificate. Six weeks later a
I letter was received from the Field Director stating that
the serviceman did acknowledge pateriiity and had filed
directly for an allotment. Phyllis had found a job and
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the baby was being cared for by her mother. In this v/ay
the financial strain v/as relieved.
Communication service v/as the only thing offered in
this case. Phyllis v/as already under care in a hospital
clinic and v/as living at home at the time of the first
contact. As Phyllis seemed like a rather nice, intelli-
gent girl, it v/ould seem as if she might have benefited by
case v/ork, but there is no indication that any v.^s sug-
gested in way of a referral to a family agency. Nothing
v/as knov/Q of her family background, employment, or feel-
ings about the situation. The worker advised her to con-
tinue correspondence with the serviceman and to send occa-
sional pictures to him of the baby. Phyllis v/as angry at
his lack of financial support and had decided to forget
him entirely. Hov/ever, she had sent him pictures of the
baby and letters just before the Field Director talked
v/ith him and for this reason seemed to be eager to sign
for an allotment.
GROUP III
PRISCILLA
Priscilla, aged tv/enty-six, came to the office stating
that she v/as seven months pregnant by a seaman. He v/as now
in port, and he needed a leave in order that they might be
married. She had knov/n him since 1943 and dated him v/hen-
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ever his ship came into Boston. She knew that he v/as
i divorced and had two children by his first wife. The v;ork-
er called the Field Director at his base, and a three-day
pass v/as arranged. As the serviceman had not been paid for
I
;
tvjo months a loan was given him for expenses by Red Cross.
! Hov/ever, they could not be married at that time as it v;as
!
i
necessary for the serviceman to obtain a verification of
the fact that he had been divorced. He had to av/ait papers
from California. Hov/ever, these finally came through, and
the couple v/as married.
Priscilla v/as living with her father and mother, and
‘ had worked at the cleaning establishment until five weeks
before coming to Red Cross. Her mother knew of her condi-
tion, but her father did not. She was referred to a local
- hospital as she had not had any pre-natal care. The ser-
I
viceman and Priscilla came into the office together to
discuss financial arrangements until an allowance v/ould
!
I
be authorized. The serviceman had such an excellent record
!
that he v/as given another leave v/hen all of the documents
ij were together, but he had to leave Boston within a short
time, after the ceremony.
This case was transfered to our Family Service depart-
ment and followed there for some time. During the first
interview with the Family Service worker, Priscilla stated
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that she had had an illegitimate child in 1941, and the
1
child was now boarded near Boston, The father of the child
v/as paying all expenses. She did not V7ant her husband to
know about this other child.
' Red Cross V7as able to give communication service,
referral and financial assistance to this couple. This v/as
an example of the rush marriage v/here neither party loiev;
I
the other well enough.
'' VIRGINIA
Mrs. G., mother of Virginia, aged eighteen, came to
the office and told about a girl she knev/ v/ho was about
four months pregnant. Before she proceeded very far v/ith
l|
I
-
II
the story she admitted it was her daughter she was describ-
' ing, Virginia and Sergeant William had wanted to be married
last November, but Virginians father v/ould not consent as
he felt she should be eighteen before marrying. The mother
I
had been in favor of it as the Sergeant was an extremely
nice boy and very much in love v/ith Virginia. Mother had
just been told that Virginia v/as four months pregnant. Also
the serviceman had just been shipped out of the country
' and had tried desperately up to the last minute to arrange
,
a marriage. Virginia v/as in her last year of high school
I
and Mrs. C. v/as worrying v/hether Virginia could finish or
not. Many of Virginia’s friends thought she was married
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anyhow. It v/as agreed that Mrs. C. talk v/ith Virginia
and also secure a doctor^s report as v/ell as investigate
the possibilities of proxy marriage. A vreek later Virginia
and her mother returned to the office. They have just
received a letter from the serviceman who is very upset
and asked for the famil^r^s forgiveness. They had arranged
a vray for Virginia to graduate in May and go directly to
a doctor, who is a friend of the family, in a state some
distance from Boston. It was decided to pursue information
in regard to the proxy marriage and write to the Field
Director v/here the serviceman was stationed in case there
might be an opportunity for him to return to the United
States and marry Virginia.
Although the serviceman had been overseas only four
months his record v/as so excellent that he was sent home
almost immediately after our verification was sent. The
couple was married, and Virginia had an opportunity to
finish school and go to New Jersey v/here she could work
and have the baby.
This case v;as an exception because most servicemen
are not returned home for this reason alone. However, it
v/as a combination of events such as the fact that the ser-
viceman had an excellent record, and the family v/as of ex-
cellent reputation. I^s , C. and the couple can not seem
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to make their appreciation loiovm enough to the worker. The
communication service here v;as quick and brought desired
,,
results. This vias probably due to the fact that the Field
i
Director had complete cooperation vilth the military.
FiARGARET
The Field Director of a near-by army base phoned Red
Cross in regard to a Sergeant who had just returned from
a seven months secret mission during which time his family
and friends vrere unable to communicate v/ith him. His
fiancee was pregnant and had had no pre-natal care. The
I
I
j
Field Director asked Red Cross to assist the girl to ob-
tain proper medical care, and also assist the couple to
be married as soon as possible. They were now v/aiting
'i
»
I for the serviceman^ s baptismal certificate to arrive so
that the Catholic chaplain at the base could marry them.
The Sergeant came to the office the following day and vras
1
extremely upset because his fiancee had gone to the hospi-
tal Red Cross recommended and had received only a blood
test and a most unpleasant interview with the social worker
because of the girl^s unmarried state. Two days later the
couple came in feeling much better about the hospital situ-
ation. Suggestions were given in order to secure a room
i
nearer the hospital. The next contact vras vjith the Field
ji Director v/ho called to say the baptismal certificate had
!^v
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j:
come through, but when the couple arrived at the base the
li
I
Chaplain had forgotten the appointment and gone off. There-
li
I
fore the wedding v;as postponed over the v/eek-end. Un-
;
fortunately the girl was taken to the hospital that night
j
and a baby was born. The serviceman was terribljr upset
II
because the baby v/as born out of wedlock. Because of this
fact Margaret could not be admitted under the G-overnment i
maternity plan, and the Sergeant did not have funds with
j
I
;i which to pay the bill. He ?/as referred for Army Emergency
i*
j|
Relief. He thought the3^ y./ould be married as soon as she
||
could be released from the hospital.
j!
Immediately after the Sergeant departed, the medical
il
social v/orker called to say that when Margaret was coming
I out of ether she murmured, “’another girl," and the doctors
had found evidence that this v^as not her first child. The
h
medical social vrorker did not feel that Margaret had a
right to marry the soldier until she had told him about
I
‘
;
this. The social vforker put up so many objections to the
I
I marriage to the Sergeant without telling him why that he !
I
'
i
' became so angry he almost struck her. The social worker
|
1
talked Yilth the girl until she convinced her not to marrv '|
i
!i
'I
until she had seen the priest and confessed about the child i,
,1
I
that had been born in 1942 and immediately placed for adop-
j
II
tion. Margaret failed to explain to the soldier her reasons '
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for not vranting to be married immediately, and therefore
he became' more and more confused. He sav; the Red Cross
worker frequently and tried to think vjhat v;as vTong v^ith
the situation. Army Emergency Relief aided the serviceman
in paying the hospital bill. The couple v/as married three
,
days after Margaret »s discharge from the hospital by a
Justice of the Peace.
This obviously was a most unfortunate situation as
it put the Red Cross in a very awkvrard position. Proper
referral v/as made to an excellent hospital, but an individiial
there overstepped her role of case vrorker and complicated
the v'hole problem. Red Cross assisted the serviceman in
obtaining help through Army Emergencj)^ Relief and gave him
a chance to talk over his feeling about a most baffling
problem. The alleged father took an active interest in
making plans for the unmarried mother and coming child.
He v/as "cooperative and interested in doing vjhat was best
for all concerned.
EDITH
Edith, cam.e to Red Cross asking aid in getting the
serviceman home on furlough so that they could be married.
She had lived vrith the servicem.an from May until October
but had not been married because she v;as Jewish and the
serviceman German. Both families objected. She did not
.-J
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knovr she was pregnant until he had left for the west coast.
Her family thinks she is married. Conmunication V7as sent
to Field Director where serviceman v;as stationed, but it
arrived just after the serviceman left the country. The
Field Director had just answered a similar letter regard-
ing the same serviceman from St. Louis and thought this
girl should know that. However, this information was with-
held from Edith as she had every evidence from the service-
man that he v;anted to marry her. She then inquired about
nroxy marriages and attempted in several different states
I
to have one legalized. However, as she was unsuccessful,
j
a contract marriage V7as arranged since the serviceman was
I
very persistent. This was accepted and Edith was admitted
1
to the hospital under the maternity plan. Later she vras
j
assisted in filing for an allotment for the baby although
I
she v?as not eligible for one for herself as contract
I
marriages are not recognized by the allotment bureau.
1
This is similar to many requests but by persistent
!
efforts on the part of the serviceman and Edith, a contract
marriage was obtained. Edith had to acquire all of the
,
legal documents here, and these were sent through Red Cross
i
I
channels to the Field Director where the boy was stationed.
!
The77 were witnessed there and signed by him, and returned
;
I
I
to Edith. He had to assemble the same t3^e of documents
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which in turn v/ere sent to Edith, signed and witnessed
and returned to him. Red Cross does not suggest this
solution as it usually raises serious objections from
churches, legal officials and families.
The case v/as open for nine months due to the fact
that Edith asked for help continuously in contacting the
serviceman, sending documents, applying for an allotment.
However during this entire time nothing except these
specific problems were discussed. There was no attempt to
refer her to another agency for case v/ork. There v/ere
obvious problems such as religious differences, family
misunderstanding, guilt feelings and o^uestions about the
future. Her daughter v/as born in June, and she requested
Red Cross to notify the serviceman, but this was not allov/ed
because they v/ere not legally married.
BARBARA
Barbara, aged nineteen, came to Red Cross stating
she v/as tv/o months pregnant by an Army private v/ho v/as
married. She had knovm him for three years, one of v/hich
v/as prior to his enlistment. She had dated him regularly
for about one year v/hen he suddenly told her he was going
to Nev/ York to be married the next v/eek-end. This v/as a
complete surprise to her and her famil3!^. He went to. Nev/
York and v/as married, but returned after a v/eek to live
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V7ith his people, and his v^ife returned to her people in a
neighboring tov/n. They have never lived together. He had
told Barbara that he was trying to secure a divorce, but
because of the fact that his v/ife had enlisted in the WAG
he v;as having some difficulty in putting it through. The
Private and Barbara had not seen each other since his
marriage until they met again at a party several months
ago. He had vTitten her that he was looking forv/ard to
Junior and would marry her as soon as his divorce went
through. Barbara's parents iiere very angry and demanded
that she check and see if he had ever filed for a divorce.
The vorker stated that it v;ould be possible to have
the Field Director talk the situation over with the service-
man. One letter was v/ritten to the Field Director vjhere
the serviceman v/as stationed, but an answer vra.s not received
and the worker apparently did nothing to follow the case
further. After not hearing anything for three months the
case was closed.
A service was instigated but not completed for this
girl v7ho v;as very anxious over her condition. She had not
had medical care but there was no Indication that this v/as
discussed or any type of referral mentioned. It v/as diffi-
cult to ascertain just exactly hov/ much damage was done by
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Red Cross failure to even report back, but certainly it
might have been better if no hope had been held out to
her at all.
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CHAPTER VI
Sm-ttlARY
In reviev;ing the thirty-five cases studied, certain
generalized conclusions and premises can be noted. Each
unmarried mother had a different family background and
training, but each had the problem of an illegitimate child.
All of them came to Home Service Department of Red Cross
asking for some type of help. Therefore a general review
of the causes and circumstances surrounding illegitimacy
is pertinent here.
During the last two decades people have slowly grov/n
av/are that often it v/as those very povrerful psychological
forces, originating in the family situation, v/hich may
have driven the mother into unmarried motherhood.^ The
father and mother are the most significant persons in the
life of any child. If they are mature and responsible
parents, a child is started in his ovm grov.'th and develop-
ment as a future parent. When the father and mother are
unaccepting of their parenthood and regard it as an in-
evitable but unfair burden which nature has thrust upon
them, love and kindness have no part in their relationship
V7ith their children. Cruelty in extreme cases or indiffer-
1 Ruth F. Brenner, "Case Work Vfith Unmarried Mothers,
The Family
.
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ence and unkindness mark the familial relations. A child
bred in this hostile milieu is seldom aware that love can
exist betv/een tv;o people. Therefore as an adult her rela-
tionships to others are branded by the same mistrust and
lack of love that have poisoned her childhood. Fevj unmarried
mothers come from homes that offered them any of the love
and understanding that is necessary for grovrth. Instead,
their childhood was characterized by bitter insecurity.
They are starved for v/arm, friendly ties v/ith people but
unable to make them.
Sometiraes the reasons for an urmarried woman going
through vrith the birth of a child are as varied as in the
case of the married woman. The reasons range all the way
from passive and ignorant submission to nature, through a
desire to attract and hold a man, to an honest conviction
against abortion, with a liberal amount of the norroal desire
to have a child of one^s ovm. A perusal of the cases studied
reveals these same general causes. Sixteen v/ere from homes
broken by illness, dea.th, separation, divorce or were forced
to leave home because of their pregnancy.
One characteristic that all of these girls have in
common is that the 3r have not themselves developed the
essential protective sense V7hich our culture requires for
constructive m0.intenance . In some their sense of reality
is lacking. This ma37‘ color all areas of their lives.
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Reality is a sensitivity to all the v/orld as v.^e find it,
not as we might wish it or imagine it to be. It is that
flexibility which allov/s us to adapt to the true v/orld.
Esther is a good example of this as she had not accepted
her true predicament even though she V7as seven months preg-
nant .
The constantly changing feeling of the mother for the
alleged father of her child may involve hurt pride, a v;ish
to punish or a desire for marriage. It is very important
for the case vrorker to note these but not to accept them
for their face value. The relationship the unmarried mother
may have vfith the father may continue to be important to
the unmarried mother, regardless of v/hat she fails to put
into v^'ords. There seem to be several types of relation-
ships that can be noted over and over in the unmarried
mother and alleged father relationships. These could be
stated as follows: (1) Intent on the part of both to marry
as soon as existing barriers were removed; (8) Unv/arranted
belief on the part of one or the other in the intent to
marry; (3) Involving a married man where relationship was
permanent but V7as never legalized; (4) A relationship in
v/hich both accepted non-conformity to the standard of legal
marriage; (5) Casual relationship from the girl’s point
of view; (6) Casual relationship from the man’s point of
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viev/; (7) One or the other had been definitely aggressive.
Each of these relationships V7as found one or more times
among the thirty-five cases reviewed for this study.
As Red Cross is the connecting link betv/een the alleged
father and the unmarried mother it is necessary to consider
the father’s part in the total situation. There is a
definite need to remember that the father is a human being
and that he is not a criminal. In the majority of instances
he is not, at least in the beginning, a v/illing client of
a social agency. He has not made the Initial approach to
the social agency to ask it’s services. Six of the un-
married mothers knov/n to Red Cross during March, April, and
May of 1944 v/ere referred by the Field Directors v/ho had
first been contacted by the serviceman and asked for help
V7ith their predicament. The other tv/enty-nine were all
approached by the Field Directors or their Commanding
Officer. In the Navy there is a necessity for contacting
the serviceman through his CoDimanding Officer because the
serviceman is not often within the area covered by a Field
Director. This means his record, v/hich up to that time
may have been good, v;ill have a "black mark." This reason
alone makes the serviceman uninterested in acknowledging
paternity or in recognizing the problem. Those who have
taken full responsibility have taken great interest in all
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Iplans that were made and tried to ooperate in any v/ay
i
I
possible. The majority feared getting involved in a long-
(
I
ji time financial plan. It must be borne in mind at all times
^ that the alleged father is often only slightly older than
ij
the unmarried mother. He is not legally the father until
'i
he has either acknov/ledged paternity or been adjudicated
I
' the father in a court . He is usually a young man with
j|
problems just as serious as those of the mother, and it is
'I
j
important that those dealing with him understand him as a
,1
i; person, not just as a source of support for the child. His
problems may have been intensified by presence in the armed
i|
' services. His relationship to the mother and his attitudes
tov^ard her and the child are important in understanding the
i
I
I
total situation. If he is given a great deal of assurance
I
during the initial intervievf and is not threatened, he is
far more apt to cooperate. Hov/ever this is difficult to
bring about on account of the difference in attitudes and
training each Field Director or Commanding Officer may have.
! In working v/i1:h the unmarried mother, the needs of
the coming child must be discussed. The reasons for good
I
I pre-natal, natal and post-natal care can not be over stressed
I
I
Unfortunately the unmarried mother usually puts off going to
I
a doctor as long as possible. This is another v/ay of push-
ing reality into the future. A permanent plan for the child
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should he worked out as soon as possible.’ The mother will
need guidance to face facts and make her ovm decision on
the basis of practical as v\rell as emotional considerations.
The financial responsibility for the child is particularly |l
threatening to many of the unmarried mothers because of
their straitened circumstances. .Careful .case work^can'be
done with these girls, taking into consideration the past,
present and future circumstances.
The unmarried mothers who came to the Home Service
Department of Red Cross presented the various problems,
backgrounds and futures mentioned in the above summary.
Their plight, like that of other persons in trouble, was
due to their inability to adjust to the mores and standards
set up by society. It is difficult to state hovf many of
their needs were met by Red Cross. The policy limits the
services to comm\mication service or referral. All of the
cases had communication help but not all of it was success-
ful. There v;as referral in some cases. In other cases
v.iiere there should have been referral, there V7as none.
Because the heavy case loads of the intake workers limit
the time allovred, complete records of exploratory interviews
before referral are not generally found. This of course
varies vjith the skills and training of the individual
v;orkers. Each v^orker also seemed to interpret the policy
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in a different way which again allows for differences.
The fact that so many such cases are coming to Red Cross
v^ould indicate that at least some of their needs were
being met

CHAPTER VII
RECOmiENDATIONS
The follov:ing recommendations are of two kinds, those
dealing V7ith Red Cross policy and those connected v;ith case
v7ork with unmarried mothers.
The policy is nov/ very limiting because it is necessary
not to duplicate services of other agencies.. Hov/ever for
those workers who interpret this limitation to the letter
of the lav; and not as an integrated part of case v/ork, the
following recommendation is made. The first interviev/
should be devoted to getting a clear picture of the total
situation, including pertinent face sheet information. An
interpretation of Red Cross policy must be made but should
be clarified by pointing out community resources vjhich can
be used. If a second interviev; Vs needed before a definite
referral is made this should be planned. Referral during
the first interview was too much for some of the unmarried
mothers vrho have come to Red Cross in the past.
The communication service is slow and often not too
helpful. In order to have this service the girl must first
secure a doctor’s report, make out a notarized statement
regarding the serviceman and herself, and include any
letter from the serviceman v/hich indicates that he acknowl-
edged paternity o This is embarrassing, painful and diffi-
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cult for the girl to prepare. Her feelings about this could
be discussed, and complete acceptance shovm by the vrorker.
It is such a routine thing for the vrorker, there are indi-
cations that, in many cases, it is glibly stated to the
girl v7ithout giving her a chance to reject it. As the com-
munication may take from ten days to three months to be
returned, the girl is left in a state of anxiety. When
the information does come back, a personal interviev; should
be granted. Usually only a brief letter is v/ritten to the
girl, V7hether the information is positive or negative. If
the girl needs further help because the serviceman has
acknowledged or refused acknowledgment, no one ever knows,
because the girl never returns to the office.
The letters to the Field Directors are usually brief
and enclose the statements prepared by the girl. If the
letters were VvTitten with more care and contained more
information, the Field Director might feel he had a better
basis upon v/hich to talk with the serviceman. Too many of
the men are antagonized by the Field Director.
The recording of the interviev/s; with the unmarried
mothers is so brief in some instances that it is difficult
X
to ascertain v;hat took place. Pertinent information is
lacking, exact services rendered garbled, and in one
instance nothing was done for the girl according to the
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unfinished state of the record. This is one point that
could be cleared by better recording habits.
In spite of the pressure of work, a better general
understanding of the unmarried mother and her problems
could be had by all of the workers. Her first request may
be for one concrete thing, but to a trained person this
should not close out the fact that there may be many other
less concrete problems. These may be discussed at the time,
or the girl may be referred to an agency where she v;ill
receive the help needed.
These are but a fevi of the changes that might be
brought about in order to meet more of the needs of the im-
married mothers who come for help. The general policy of
the Red Cross does not need to be changed, but the workers
must learn to v/ork to their fullest capacity v/ithin the
existing limitations.
Approved
Richard K. Conant, Dean
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APPENDIX A
Instructions for Filling Out Schedule
1, Case Number. Cases will be listed alphabetically and '
a number given each case. Enter number
of case here,
2, Type of Cases. The different cases coming to Red Cross
Home Service are listed in the Handbook |l
as follows: Communication Information,
Reporting, Benefits and Claims, and
Financial Assistance. Determine type •
of case by need first shown in most
recent contact.
.(
I
3, Length of Contact. Most recent contact. i
4, Worker (s). Enter names of v/brkers shovn on record as I,
handling case during last contact. By
putting VJ, V, or S after the name, indi-
cate whether person handling case wns a
regular v/orker, a voliinteer, or a student.
i: 5. Number of Contacts.
1
1
j|
' 6. Classification. New” cases are those never previously
knovn to the agency. Recurrent cases
are those which have been knov.m to the
agency v/ithin the fiscal year {July 1
|!
to June 3C) . Reopened cases are those i
' w’’hich have been knovm previously, but
I
were not active wathin the fiscal year,
7. Source. Person, organization or agency by means of
’ w^hich the case vjas brought to the attention
j,
of Red Cross.
It
! 8. Services Requested,
I
I
I
9. Problems. G-ive all problems in the order of their appear-
I
ance in the first contact,
i
h
I
1C. Developmental Aspects. Color, Nationality, Home Life,
^ Age at time of referral, Health,
i| Intelligence, Education, Religion,.
Marital status at time of con-
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APPENDIX A (Continued)
ception, Relationship of mother
to alleged father, Other children
of mother, Occupation of mother.
Morality, Occupation of alleged
father.
11. Services. Indicate all services rendered in the last
contact.
IS. Previous Agency Contacts. Give names of agencies under
each heading.
13. Agencies cooperating now. Indicate under the same
headings as in IS.
14. Disposition. If contact terminated before plan Y/as
completed, give the reason if recorded.
If transfered to another agency, give
the name
.
15. Additional Information.
16. Follow Up of Referral.
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1 . Case No. 2, Type of Case
4. Worker (a)_
5. Dates of Previous Contacts
6 . Classification 7. Source
3. Length of Contact
Nev;
Recurrent
Reopened
8 . Service Requested Bx
Personal Appl. Service Man
Field Director
Hospital
Social Agency-
Red Cross Chapter
Relatives
Interested Ind,
Family
Social Agency
Unmarried mother
9. Problems
Illegitimate preg.
Complicated 13^:
a. Health
b. Finances
c. Acknowledgement of
Paternity
d. Arrangemients for
marriage
10. Development Aspect s
Color I
Nationality
Home Life |l
Age at Time of Referral
Health ;l
Intelligence ii
Education
|;
•Religion !'
Marital Status at
Conception
Relationship of Mother
to Alleged Father
Other children of
mother
Occupation of mother
Morality
Occupation of alleged
father
11. Services
Communications
Referral
Information
Report ing
Benefits and Claims
Previous Agency Contacts
Public Relief Agencies
Family Agencies
Children's Agencies
Health Agencies
Courts & Protective Agencies
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APPENDIX B (Continued)
13, Agencies Cooperating Nov/ 14, Disposition
Treatment Completed
bjr Red Cross
Referred to Another
Agency
Contact Terminated
Before Plan Completed
15, Follov/ Up of Referral
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